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Abstract—In this paper we propose a method for recognition of adult video based on support vector machine (SVM). Different kernel features are proposed to classify adult videos. SVM has an advantage that it is insensitive to the relative number of training example in positive (adult video) and negative (non adult video) classes. This advantage is illustrated by comparing performance between different SVM kernels for the identification of adult video.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Filtering the adult objectionable materials is very essential to evade offensive content on the web. There are some behavior to stop naked images and videos arriving on computers, such as blocking unwanted sites, identifying images and sequences depicting naked people. Here, we focus on adult video detection. In general, the process of this latter is composed of three steps that are: skin detection, feature extraction, and decision system. The most important decision systems that offer good results in many image and video processing are support vectors machines (SVMs) and artificial neural networks (ANNs). In this paper we propose SVMs method based adult video recognition; the videos are classified by using a support vector machine for taken the decision. We notice that the detection of an adult video is based on the detection of the adult images that compose the considered video.

Section 1 gives the most significant skin detection method, while Section 2 presents the proposed features that allow identifying adult videos. Sections 3 and 4 describe respectively the support vector machine and the performance between different SVM kernels. Section 5 compares the results obtained by our approaches. Conclusion is customary in Section 6.

II. SKIN DETECTION REVIEW STAGE

Skin detection plays an important role in various applications such as searching and filtering image content on the web [1], and face detection [2]. In particular, skin detection is the first step for naked detection in videos. However, there are two challenges segmentation skin: variability model and the complexity of the scene.

The first point is summed up in the human skin tone variations while the second point includes uncontrolled illumination, and low quality images in addition to other factors. Several researches have been performed on the detection of human skin pixels in color images to face its challenges using color information as a cue. The skin color segmentation consists of two steps that are: (1) color space selection for skin modeling and (2) building a modelling method. In addition, a third step can be considered. It consists in the use of morphological operations, such as dilation and erosion. The aim of the latter is to improve the skin detection results.

In the next, we will describe the three steps of our proposal skin detector.

A. Color Space Selection

Segmentation with skin may become more robust to lighting variations if pixel luminance is rejected. The HSV color space is usually used to generate high quality computer graphics. Although the colors used in HSV can be evidently distinct by human perception which is not forever the case with RGB or YCrCb [3].

We propose to use HSV color space to deal with the skin detection problem. In this color space, the intensity information is represented through the V, for this reason, this channel should be overlooked in the process of the skin detection. Hence, to describing the skin color the channels H and S which represent the chromatic information are considered [4]. In case of HSV model space a skin pixel is classified as follows [5]:

$$0 < H < 50 \text{ AND } 0.23 < S < 0.68$$

B. Skin Detection Techniques

There has been significant recent growth in the research activity. Thus, a considerable number of skin segmentation techniques in color images, has been proposed. They can be classed as physical based, parametric or non-parametric approaches. The most used methods are Gaussian [6], Gaussian mixture [6][7], and the Bayesian classifier with the histogram technique [6]. An exhaustive survey of skin detection can be found in [8].

In this paper we used a Bayes classifier; a bayesian skin color model is very accurate in detecting skin colors. Furthermore, the considered classifier is not a time consuming method. The last characteristic is a so important feature in any considered technique of video analysis.

Unfortunately, pixel-wise color segmentation is not
sufficient for skin detection purpose. In addition, we notice that true skin area in a given image, is define by a homogenous region. Therefore, non-homogenous skin colored regions should be removed because they define skin like color zones.

Also, there always exists a boundary between the true skin region and the background. Therefore, we propose detecting such boundary using motion detectors, and subsequently removing boundary pixels from the skin map.

The value of the probability that a given color $c$ is a skin color ($P_{\text{skin}}(c)$) is actually a conditional probability $P(c|\text{skin})$ [9][10]; the possibility of observing color $c$, knowing that we see a skin pixel. A more appropriate calculate for skin detection would be $P_{\text{skin}}(c)$ that is the probability of observe skin and given a concrete $c$ color value. With Bayes rule is:

$$P_{\text{skin}}(c) = \frac{P(c|\text{skin})P_{\text{skin}}}{P(c|\text{skin})P_{\text{skin}} + P(c|\neg \text{skin})P_{\neg \text{skin}}} \quad (2)$$

$P(c|\text{skin})$ and $P(c|\neg \text{skin})$ are directly calculated from skin and non-skin color histograms. Two classes of decisions are compared against the selected threshold $0 < \Theta < 1$; that can be set experimentally. A pixel is said skin pixel if $P_{\text{skin}}(c) > \Theta$, otherwise it is classified as non skin pixel.

C. Morphological Filters

There are many noises, in the classification of pixels like skin and non-skin. These noises are introduced by the false classification of a skin pixel to a non-skin one or by the false classification of a non-skin pixel to a skin one. To denoise the results of the output skin detector morphological operators can be used. In particular, we propose to use the erosion and the dilatation operators.

First, we use a structuring element of dilatation filter. It aims to expand the areas in the skin regions. After that the same structuring element is considered to erode the image and reduce all the imperfections that the dilatation created.

III. Feature Extraction

Once the binary images defining the skin areas are detected for each training image, the next step of the adult video recognition process consists in extracting features that discriminate adult video and non-adult ones.

Since skin distribution is of the paramount importance for the detection of adult videos. For the sake of practicality, to classify videos in to objectionable or not objectionable ones, a speedily process is required. Hence, we are interested to try simpler and easy features to calculate. Many of our features are based on the fit ellipses [11] designed on the skin map, since they could meet our condition for simplicity and capture some significant shape information.

The fit ellipses will expectantly at least help discriminate portraits from adult images. We will evaluate two fit ellipses for every skin map. The Global fit Ellipse (GFE) with the Local fit Ellipse (LFE).

Three features are calculated on the (GFE) and six other features that are calculated on the (LFE).

The nine computed features compose a simple feature vector that will be the input of the decision system to classify a given video in to adult or non adult one.

IV. Support Vector Machines

Support vector machines are learning machines that classify data by shaping a set of support vectors [12]. SVMs provide a generic mechanism to robust the surface of the hyper plane to the data through. Another benefit of SVMs is the low expected probability of generalization errors [13]. Moreover, once the data is classified into two classes, an appropriate optimizing algorithm can be used if needed for feature identification, depending on the application [14].

SVM creates a hyper-plane between two sets of data for classification; in our work, we separate the data in to two classes: adult videos and non adult videos. Input data X that fall one region of the hyper-plane, $(XTW - b) > 0$, are labeled as +1 and those that fall on the other area, $(XTW - b) < 0$, are labeled as -1.

Let $\{X_i, y_i\} \in \mathbb{R}^n$ be training data set, $y_i \in \{1, -1\}$, $i = 1, 2, ..., n$. There exits hyper-plan $P = \{X \in \mathbb{R}^n | X^TW = b = 0\}$

The training data set satisfies the following condition:

$$X^TW = b \geq 1, \quad y_i = 1 \quad (4)$$

$$X^TW = b \leq -1, \quad y_i = -1 \quad (5)$$

Where $W$ is a weight vector and $b$ is a threshold

$$W = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i y_i \phi(X_i) \quad (6)$$

$$\sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i y_i = 0$$

The decision boundary of the SVM can then be expressed as follows:

$$f(x) = \text{sign}(W \phi(x) + b) \quad (7)$$

$$f(x) = \text{sign}(\sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i y_i (\phi(X_i) \phi(x) + b)) \quad (8)$$

$$f(x) = \text{sign}(\sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha_i y_i (K(X, X_i) + b)) \quad (9)$$

The presented SVM is used to separate adult and non adult videos patterns. In our case all adult videos are classified as +1, and normal videos are classified as -1.

V. Comparison of Performance Between Different SVM Kernels

The purpose of this part is to study in detail the kernel functions that allow an optimal separation of data and present here some examples of these common features. Any algorithm that uses only the dot product between input vectors can be generalized to an algorithm calculating the value of core vectors. The calculations are made implicitly via the kernel function. In the next, we present some examples of kernels.

A. Polynomial kernel

The calculation of a polynomial kernel of the form $k(x, z) = \langle x, z \rangle^d$, where $x, z \in \mathbb{R}^n$ is equivalent to calculating the dot product of two vectors mapped in the space of all...
products (components) of order $d$. This property is very important practice. Indeed, the cost of such an operation is equivalent to that of a complete exponentiation of the scalar product (in the input space) between two vectors. We conclude this section by mentioning that using a kernel of the form $k(x, z) = (<x, z> + 1)^d$ returns to calculate the scalar product in the space of all product components up to order $d$.

**B. Gaussian kernel**

The generic form of this kernel is:

$$K(x, z) = \exp\left(-\frac{||x - z||^2}{2\sigma^2}\right) \quad (10)$$

The parameter sets the width of the Gaussian. By taking a large $\sigma$, the similarity of an example in relation to those around him will be quite high, so that by taking $\sigma$ tending to 0, the example will be like no other. By tightening strongly Gaussian classifier (making use of the kernel) can happen to learn any example (training set) without committing an error. One senses immediately that the danger of learning by heart is not far. In fact, $\sigma$ is another parameter to control the ability of a classifier.

**C. Sigmoid kernel.**

The neuronal sigmoid kernel is defined as:

$$K(x, z) = \tanh(\eta<\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{z}> + \beta) \quad (11)$$

The use of such a kernel is equivalent to a neural network with one hidden layer. This kernel depends on two parameters $\eta$ and $\beta$, which can cause problems during its implementation.

**D. linear kernel**

The linear kernel defined in $\mathbb{R}^p$ is:

$$k(x, z) = \sum_{i=1}^{p} x_i z_i = (x, z) \quad (12)$$

It has:

- $\forall x, z, k(x, z) = k(z, x)$
- $\forall a_1, \ldots, a_N, x_1, \ldots, x_N \in \mathbb{R}^n$

$$\sum_{i,j} a_i a_j k(x_i, x_j) = \left\| \sum_{i=1}^{N} a_i x_i \right\|^2 \geq 0$$

So it is clear that encode core functions of basic knowledge about the problem studied, in particular:

- The functional form of the functions possible decisions.
- The type of control on the assumptions made: for example the Gaussian kernel functions penalize the derivatives of all orders and thus promote regular solutions. We must therefore choose carefully when trying to translate with the maximum possible prior knowledge available about the problem and data.

The choice of parameters that best match the problem is not intuitive. Indeed, in the case of classification we have seen previously, the parameter $C$ is determined. Similarly, if for example we use a Gaussian kernel, the parameter $\sigma$ is also to be adjusted. To do this, a brute force method is to try different parameter values, and measure the generalization error of SVM by cross validation. Thus, we take the parameters for which the generalization error is lowest.

**VI. Experiments**

In this section, we suggest to evaluate the performances of the proposed skin detector adult video recognition based on the SVM with different kernels. We consider a training database composed of 200 videos (100 adult videos and 100 non adult videos) while the test dataset contains 100 videos (50 adult videos and 50 non adult videos). To evaluate the performances of the proposed skin detector, we present the results of skin detection in case the morphological operators are considered and in case these operators are not considered. In term of quantity estimation, we employ the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. It allows visualizing appearance of a two-class by using the true positive and false positive rates.
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The Figure 1 shows that our skin detector achieves detection rates of 94% and 89% for Bayes-HSV model with and without morphological filters, respectively. In the next, we will estimate the performances of the different SVM kernels of adult video recognition. Ideally an SVM analysis should produce a hyper plane that completely separates the feature vectors into two non-overlapping groups. However, perfect division may not be possible, or it may effect in a model with so many feature vector dimensions that the model does not simplify well to other data. The ROC curves for different kernels of the SVM are given in Figure 2. Here, the true positive (TP) defines an adult video classified as an adult one, while the false positive (FP) determines a non adult video classified as an adult one.
Fig. 2 The ROC curves for different SVMs kernels for adult video identification

For a fixed false given alarm FP=0.4 the highest rate TP of detection was given by Gaussian kernel (97%) while the lowest score is obtained by Linear kernel (76%).

We demonstrate how different kernel functions contribute to the solution of an adult video problem and we also show how to select and compare such kernel. Even though SVMs are limited to making binary classifications, their superior properties of fast training, scalability and generalization capability give them an advantage in the adult video recognition.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper aimed to make an overall comparison of different SVMs kernels applied to classify the adult and non-adult videos. However, the choice of more appropriate kernel functions may still improve this classification.

A combination of color spaces and bayesian model approach for adapt skin-color decision are able to significantly reduce the number of false positive detection and the classification results become more reliable. Some adult video features are calculated on the both ellipses. Then, based on the obtained feature vector, a decision is made to recognize adult video.

Many experimental results are presented including a ROC curve. Test results taken from SVM's kernels indicate the higher ability of the Gaussian kernel for classifying and recognition of adult videos.
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